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ABSTRACT
We propose the novel idea of Software-Defined Error-Correcting Codes (SDECC) that opportunistically recover from detected-but-uncorrectable errors (DUEs) in memory. It is based on two key ideas: (i) for a given DUE, we compute a small list of candidate codewords, one of which is guaranteed to be correct; and (ii) side information about data in memory guides an entropy-based recovery policy that chooses the best candidate. A lightweight cacheline-level hash can optionally be added on top of the ECC construction to prune the list of candidates when a DUE occurs.

We demonstrate the feasibility of SDECC for linear \((t)\)-symbol-correcting, \((t+1)\)-symbol-detecting codes and analyze existing SECDED, DETED, and SSCSD ChipKill-Correct constructions. SDECC requires minimal architectural support in the memory controller and adds no performance, energy, or parity storage overheads during normal memory access when DUEs do not occur.

Evaluation is done using both randomized DUE error injection on data from memory traces of SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks and online during runs of the AxBench suite. We find that up to 99.9999% of double-chip DUEs in the ChipKill code with a hash can be successfully recovered. Recovering double-bit DUEs for a conventional SECDED code with approximation-tolerant applications produces unacceptable output quality in just 0.1% of cases.

1. INTRODUCTION
Hardware reliability is now a central issue in computing. Memory systems are a limiting factor in system reliability [58] because they are primarily designed to maximize bit storage density; this makes them particularly sensitive to manufacturing process variation, environmental operating conditions, and aging-induced wearout [43, 54]. DRAM errors are common in warehouse-scale computers: Google has observed 70000 FIT/Mb in commodity memory, with 8% of modules affected per year [58], while Facebook has found that 2.5% of their servers have experienced memory errors per month [39]. Advances in memory resiliency can also help improve system energy efficiency [7].

Error-correcting codes (ECCs) are a classic way to build resilient memories by adding redundant parity bits or symbols. A code maps each information message to a unique codeword that allows a limited number of errors to be detected and/or corrected. Errors in the context of ECC can be broadly categorized as corrected errors (CEs), detected-but-uncorrectable errors (DUEs), mis-corrected errors (MCEs), and undetected errors (UDEs). CEs are harmless but are typically reported to system software anyway [19] as they may indicate the possibility of future DUEs. UDEs may result in silent data corruption (SDC) of software state, while MCEs may cause non-silent data corruption (NSDC); neither are desirable.

When a DUE occurs, the entire system usually panics, or in the case of a supercomputer, rolls back to a checkpoint to avoid data corruption. Both outcomes harm system availability and can cause some state to be lost. In this paper, we consider the problem of memory DUEs, because they are more common than MCEs and UDEs and remain a key challenge to the reliability and availability of extreme-scale systems. For instance, even with state-of-the-art strong memory protection using a ChipKill-Correct ECC, the Blue Waters supercomputer suffers from a memory DUE rate of 15.98 FIT/GB [38]. This rate is high enough that whole-system checkpoints would likely be required every few hours, and would add a significant performance and energy overhead to HPC applications [64]. For industry-standard SECDED codes that perform better and use less energy than ChipKill, DUEs are at least an order of magnitude more frequent [38] and compound the reliability/availability problem further.

The theoretical development of ECCs have – thus far – implicitly assumed that every message/information bit pattern is equally likely to occur. In general-purpose memory systems, however, this assumption does not hold true. For instance, applications exhibit unique characteristics in control flow and data that arise naturally from the algorithm, inputs, OS, ISA, and micro-architecture. For the first time, we demonstrate how to exploit some of these characteristics to enhance the capabilities of existing ECCs in order to recover from a large fraction of otherwise-harmful DUEs.

We propose the concept of Software-Defined ECC (SDECC),
a general class of techniques spanning hardware, software, and
coding theory that improves the overall resilience of systems
by enabling heuristic best-effort recovery from memory DUEs.
The key idea is to add software support to the hardware ECC
code so that most memory DUEs can be recovered. SDECC is
best suited for approximation-tolerant applications because of
its best-effort recovery approach.

Our approach is summarized as follows. When a memory
DUE occurs, hardware stores information about the error in
a small set of configuration-space registers that we call the
Penalty Box and raises an error-reporting interrupt to system
software. System software then reads the Penalty Box, derives
additional context about the error — and using basic coding
theory and knowledge of the ECC implementation — quickly
computes a list of all possible candidate messages, one of
which is guaranteed to match the original information that was
corrupted by the DUE. If available, an optional lightweight
hash is proposed to prune the list of candidates. A software-
defined data recovery policy heuristically recovers the DUE
in a best-effort manner by choosing the most likely remaining
candidate based on available side information (SI) from the
 corresponding un-corrupted cacheline contents; if confidence
is low, the policy instead forces a panic to minimize the risk
of accidentally-induced MCEs resulting in intolerable NSDC.
Finally, system software writes back the recovery target mes-
sage to the Penalty Box, which allows hardware to complete
the afflicted memory read operation.

SDECC does not degrade memory performance or energy in
the common cases when either no errors or purely hardware-
correctable errors occur. Yet it can significantly improve re-
silience in the critical case when DUEs actually do occur. Our
contributions are described in the following sections.

- Sec 3: We derive the theoretical basis for software to com-
  pute a short list of candidate messages/codewords — one
  of which is guaranteed to be correct — for any \((t + 1)\)-symbol-
correcting, \((t + 1)\)-symbol-detecting code upon receipt of a
  \((t + 1)\)-symbol memory DUE.

- Sec 4: We analyze new properties of commonly-used ECCs
  that demonstrate the feasibility of SDECC for real systems.
  We also propose optional support for a second-tier hash
  that can improve SDECC by pruning the list of candidate
codewords before recovery.

- Sec 5: We describe architectural support for SDECC
  with main memory. In general, SDECC requires minimal
  changes to existing DRAM controllers and no changes to the
  ECC design. There is also no performance or energy penalty
  in the common case, i.e., in the vast majority of memory
  accesses when DUEs do not occur. Our optional hash costs
  a small amount of extra parity bit storage. SDECC incurs
  no storage overheads when used with purely-conventional
  ECC constructions.

- Sec 6: We propose and evaluate a cacheline entropy-based
  recovery policy that utilizes SI about patterns of application
  data in memory to guide successful recovery from DUEs;
  when SI is weak, it instead aborts recovery by panicking.

- Sec 7: We evaluate the efficacy of SDECC with a com-
  prehensive DUE injection campaign that uses representative
  SPEC CPU2006 traces. We compare our policy with alter-
  natives and consider the impact of SI quality on recovery

rates.

- Sec 8: We evaluate the impact of SDECC on approxi-
  mate applications by using online DUE injections on the
  AxBench suite, and by tracking the effect of resulting MCEs
  on output quality (benign, tolerable NSDC, and intolerable
  NSDC).

We begin by covering the necessary basics of ECC in order
to understand our theoretical contributions that immediately
follow.

2. ECC BACKGROUND

We introduce fundamental ECC concepts that are necessary
to understand the theory and analysis of SDECC. Table 1
summarizes the terms introduced in this section. Throughout
this paper, we will refer to the most important code parameters
using the shorthand notation \([n, k, d_{\text{min}}]_q\) (not to be confused with
citations).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(q)</td>
<td>linear block error-correcting code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G)</td>
<td>generator matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H)</td>
<td>parity-check matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>codeword length in symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>message length in symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r)</td>
<td>parity length in symbols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>bits per symbol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q)</td>
<td>symbol alphabet size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t)</td>
<td>max. guaranteed correctable symbols in codeword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{\text{H}})</td>
<td>minimum symbol distance of code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(w_{\text{SI}}(\cdot))</td>
<td>q-ary Hamming weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tilde{m})</td>
<td>original/intended message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tilde{c})</td>
<td>original/intended codeword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tilde{e})</td>
<td>error that corrupts original codeword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tilde{s})</td>
<td>received string with error (corrupted codeword)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tilde{v})</td>
<td>parity-check syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([n,k,d_{\text{min}}]_q)</td>
<td>shorthand for crucial ECC parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((t+1))-SD</td>
<td>((t+1))-symbol-detecting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((t))-SC</td>
<td>((t))-symbol-correcting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Key Concepts

A linear block error-correcting code \(\mathcal{C}\) is a linear subspace
of all possible row vectors of length \(n\). The elements of \(\mathcal{C}\) are
called codewords, which are each made up of symbols. We
refer to symbols as \(q\)-ary, which means they can take on \(q\)
values where \(q\) is a power of 2. A symbol equivalently consists of
\(b = \log_2 q\) bits. For example, if \(q = 2\), each symbol is a bit,
yielding a binary code; if \(q = 4\), we have a quaternary code
where each symbol consists of two bits. Therefore, for binary
codes, whenever we use the term “symbol,” it is equivalent to
“bit.”

The code can also be thought of as an injective mapping of a
given \(q\)-ary row vector message \(\tilde{m}\) of length \(k\) symbols
into a codeword \(\tilde{c}\) of length \(n\) symbols. Because the code
is linear, any two codewords \(\tilde{c}, \tilde{c}' \in \mathcal{C}\) sum to a codeword
\(\tilde{c} + \tilde{c}' \in \mathcal{C}\). Thus, there are \(r = n - k\) redundant symbols in each
codeword. A linear block code can be fully described by
either its \(q\)-ary \((k \times n)\) generator matrix \(G\), or equivalently,
by its \(q\)-ary \((r \times n)\) parity-check matrix \(H\). Each row of \(H\)
is a parity-check equation that all codewords must satisfy:
\(\tilde{c}^T \in \text{Null}(H)\) where \(T\) is the transpose. There are usually
many ways of constructing a particular \(G\) and \(H\) pair for a
code with prescribed \(k\) and \(n\) parameters.

To protect stored message data, one first encodes the mes-
sage by multiplying it with the generator matrix: \(\tilde{m}G = \tilde{c}\). One
then writes the resulting codeword \(\tilde{c}\) to memory. When the
system reads the memory address of interest, the ECC decoder hardware obtains the received string $\hat{x} = \hat{c} + e$. Here, $\hat{c}$ is a q-ary error-vector of length $n$ that represents where memory faults, if any, have resulted in changed symbols in the codeword. The decoder calculates the syndrome: $\vec{s} = H\hat{c}$. There are no declared CEs or DUEs if and only if $\vec{s} = \vec{0}$, or equivalently, $\hat{x}$ is actually some codeword $\hat{c}' \in \mathcal{C}$. Note that even if $\vec{s} = \vec{0} \in \mathcal{C}$, there is no guarantee that errors did not actually happen. For instance, if the error is itself a codeword ($e \in \mathcal{C}$), then there is a UDE due to the linearity of the code: $\hat{c} + e = \hat{c}' \in \mathcal{C}$.

### 2.2 Minimum Distance and Error Correction Guaranies

The minimum distance $d_{\text{min}}$ of a linear code is defined as

$$d_{\text{min}} = \min_{\hat{c}, \vec{e}} \Delta_{\mathcal{C}}(\hat{c}, \vec{e}) = \min_{\hat{c}, \vec{e}} |w_H(\vec{e})|$$

where $\Delta_{\mathcal{C}}(\hat{c}, \vec{e})$ is the q-ary Hamming distance between vectors $\hat{c}$ and $\vec{e}$, and $w_H(\vec{e})$ is the q-ary Hamming weight of a vector $\vec{e}$. Notice that the minimum distance is equal to the minimum Hamming weight of all non-$\vec{0}$ codewords (because $\vec{0}$ is always a codeword in a linear code).

The maximum number of symbol-wise errors in a codeword that the code is guaranteed to correct is given by $t = \lfloor \frac{d_{\text{min}} - 1}{2} \rfloor$. Thus, we often refer to codes with even-valued $d_{\text{min}}$ as $(t)$-symbol-correcting, $(t+1)$-symbol-detecting, or $(t)\text{S}C(t+1)\text{SD}$.

### 2.3 ECC Decoder Assumptions

The typical decoding method for ECC hardware is to choose the maximum-likelihood codeword [36] under two implicitly statistical assumptions.

- **Assumption 1:** all symbols in a codeword are equally likely to be afflicted by faults (the symmetric channel model).
- **Assumption 2:** all messages are equally likely to occur. Under these assumptions, the maximum-likelihood decode target is simply the minimum-distance codeword from the received string. Under maximum-likelihood decoding, any error $\bar{e}$ with $w_H(\bar{e}) > t$ is guaranteed to cause either a DUE, MCE, or a UDE.

3. **SDECC THEORY**

Important terms and notation introduced in this section are summarized in Table 2.

SDECC is based on the fundamental observation that when a $(t+1)$-symbol DUE occurs in a $(t)\text{SC}(t+1)\text{SD}$ code, there remains significant information in the received string $\hat{x}$. This information can be used to recover the original message $m$ with reasonable certainty. It is not the case that the original message was completely lost, i.e., one need not naively choose from all $q^n$ possible messages. In fact, there are exactly

$$N = \binom{n}{t+1} (q-1)^{(t+1)}$$

ways that the DUE could have corrupted the original codeword, which is less than $q^n$. But guessing correctly out of $N$ possibilities is still difficult. In practice, there are just a handful of possibilities: we call them candidate codewords (or candidate messages).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of ways to have a DUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_q(d_{\text{min}})$</td>
<td>no. min. weight codewords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Psi(x)$ or $\Psi(\bar{e})$</td>
<td>list (or no.) of candidate codewords for received string $x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>mean no. of candidate codewords $\forall$ possible DUEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{\mu}$</td>
<td>prob. of choosing correct codeword for a given DUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{PC}$</td>
<td>avg. prob. of choosing correct codeword $\forall$ possible DUEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Second-tier hash size in bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>line</strong></td>
<td>Total cacheline size in symbols (message content)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SECDED: | 2-bit DUE $\hat{x}$ with 4 candidate codewords $\Psi(\hat{x})$ (all codewords within 2-bit radius of $\hat{x}$, denoted by red circle) |
|        | Each dotted edge is a single-bit flip between two distinct $n$-bit strings |
|        | A different 2-bit DUE with 3 equidistant candidate codewords |

Figure 1: Illustration of candidate codewords for 2-bit DUEs in the imaginary 2D-represented Hamming space of a binary SECDED code. The actual Hamming space has $n$ dimensions.

If the hardware ECC decoder registers a DUE, there can be several equidistant candidate codewords at the $q$-ary Hamming distance of exactly $(t+1)$ from the received string $\hat{x}$. We denote the set of candidates by $\Psi(\hat{x}) \subseteq \mathcal{C}$.

Without any side information (SI) about message probabilities, under conventional principles, each candidate codeword is assumed to be equally likely. In other words, there is a candidate codeword more likely than the others if and only if it is uniquely closest to $\hat{x}$; in such a case, a CE could have been registered instead of a DUE (depending on the implementation of the ECC decoder).

We retain Assumption 1 from Sec. 2.3, which means we assume all DUEs are equally likely to occur. However, in the specific case of DUEs, we drop Assumption 2: this allows us to leverage SI about memory contents to help choose the right candidate codeword in the event of a given DUE.

The size of the candidate codeword list $|\Psi(\hat{x})|$ is independent of the original codeword; it depends only on the error vector $\bar{e}$ due to linearity of the code $\mathcal{C}$. That is,

$$|\Psi(\hat{x})| = |\Psi(\bar{e} + \bar{c})| = |\Psi(\bar{e})|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Note that the actual set of candidate codewords $\Psi(\hat{x})$ still depends on both the error-vector $\bar{e}$ and the original codeword $\bar{c}$ (because $\hat{x} = \bar{c} + \bar{e}$).

One can better understand candidate codewords by visualizing the Hamming space of a code. Consider Fig. 1, which depicts the relationships between codewords, CEs, DUEs, and candidate codewords for individual DUEs for a SECDED code. We derive bounds on the number of candidate codewords, show how to compute a list of candidates for a given DUE, and explain how to prune a list of candidates using a small cacheline-level second-tier checksum.

### 3.1 Number of Candidate Codewords

The number of candidate codewords $|\Psi(\bar{e})|$ for any given
(t + 1) DUE $\tilde{e}$ has a linear upper bound that makes DUE recovery tractable to implement in practice.

**Lemma 1.** For any error $\tilde{e}$ with $wt_q(\tilde{e}) = (t + 1)$ in a $(t)SC(t + 1)SD$ linear $q$-ary code $C$ of length $n$, 
\[
|\Psi(\tilde{e})| \leq \left\lfloor \frac{n(q - 1)}{t + 1} \right\rfloor.
\]

**Proof.** The received string $\tilde{x}$ is exactly $q$-ary distance 1 from the $t$-boundary of the nearest Hamming sphere(s). Thus, there are at most $n(q - 1)$ single-element perturbations $\tilde{p}$ such that $\tilde{y} = \tilde{x} + \tilde{p}$ is a CE inside a Hamming sphere of a codeword. For each perturbation that results in a CE, there must be exactly $t$ more single-element perturbations to fully arrive at a candidate codeword $\tilde{c}$. Because we cannot perturb the same elements more than once to arrive at a given $\tilde{c}$, there cannot ever be more than $\left\lfloor \frac{n(q - 1)}{t + 1} \right\rfloor$ candidate codewords. \(\square\)

The probability of correctly guessing the original codeword – without the use of any side information – for a specific error $\tilde{e}$ is simply the reciprocal of the number of candidate codewords: $P_G(\tilde{e}) = 1/|\Psi(\tilde{e})|$. Let $\overline{P_G}$ be the average probability of guessing the correct codeword over all possible $(t + 1)$-symbol DUEs. Also let $\overline{P_G}$ represent the summation over all possible $(t + 1)$ symbol-wise error vectors $\tilde{e}$. Then
\[
\overline{P_G} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{\tilde{e}} \frac{1}{|\Psi(\tilde{e})|}.
\]

### 3.2 Average Number of Candidates

For a particular construction of a given code, we define $W_q(nw)$ as the total number of codewords that have $q$-ary Hamming weight $w$. Then $W_q(d_{min})$ refers to the total number of minimum weight non-$\tilde{0}$ codewords; its value depends on the exact constructions of $G$ and $H$ for given $[n,k,d_{min}]_q$ parameters. The average number of candidate codewords over all possible $(t + 1)$-symbol DUEs is denoted as $\mu$.

**Lemma 2.** For a linear $q$-ary $(t)SC(t + 1)SD$ code $C$ of length $n$ and with given $W_q(d_{min} = 2t + 2)$, the average number of candidate codewords $\mu$ over all possible $(t + 1)$-symbol DUEs is
\[
\mu(n,t,q) = \frac{2^{t+2}W_q(2t + 2)}{\binom{n}{t+1}(q - 1)(t + 1)} + 1.
\]

**Proof.** In order to find the average number of candidate codewords, we must sum the number of codeword candidates for each unique $(t + 1)$ $q$-ary error $\tilde{c}_E$ where $E = i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_{t+1}$, and $i_1 \neq i_2 \neq \cdots \neq i_{t+1}$. We then divide that sum by the number of error-vectors ($n$ choose $(t + 1)$). By linearity and without loss of generality, assume $\tilde{e} = \tilde{0}$. We know that only the codewords $\tilde{c} \in C$ that can satisfy $\Delta(\tilde{e} - \tilde{c},\tilde{c}) = (t + 1)$ have weight $W_q(d_{min})$. Each such $\tilde{c}$ that has $\tilde{c}_1 = \tilde{e}_1, \tilde{c}_2 = \tilde{e}_2$, etc., then has $d_{min}$ choose $(t + 1)$ distinct error-vectors $\tilde{e}_x$. Thus summing over all error-vectors, each codeword $\tilde{c}$ with $wt(\tilde{c}) = d_{min}$ contributes to $(d_{min}$ choose $(t + 1)$) candidate codewords. To average, we divide $[(d_{min}$ choose $(t + 1))] \times W_q(d_{min})$ by $(n$ choose $(t + 1))$. We also divide by $(q - 1)^{(t+1)}$ because each non-zero element of the error vector $\tilde{e}_E$ can take values from 1 to $q - 1$. Finally, we add 1 to the expression since the original codeword $\tilde{c}$ is a candidate codeword for every possible error-vector, and was not already counted in $W_q(d_{min})$. \(\square\)

We find that $\mu$ is often easier to compute than $\overline{P_G}$ for long symbol-based codes; this is useful because $1/\mu$ is a lower bound on $\overline{P_G}$.

### 3.3 Computing the List of Candidates

So far we have bounded the number of candidate codewords for any $(t + 1)$-symbol DUE; we now show how to find these candidates. The candidate codewords $\Psi(\tilde{x})$ for any $(t + 1)$-symbol DUE received string $\tilde{x}$ is simply the set of equidistant codewords that are exactly $(t + 1)$ symbols away from $\tilde{x}$. More formally, let subscripts be used to index symbols in a vector, starting from the most significant position. Then
\[
\Psi(\tilde{x}) = \tilde{x} \cup \{\tilde{c} \in C : \Delta_q(\tilde{c} - \tilde{x}) = d_{min}, \tilde{c}_i = \tilde{x}_i \forall i \text{ where } \tilde{c}_i \neq 0\}.
\]

Notice that this equation depends on the error $\tilde{e}$ and original codeword $\tilde{c}$, but we only know the received string $\tilde{x}$.

Fortunately, there is a simple and intuitive algorithm (shown in Alg. 1) to find the list of candidate codewords $\Psi(\tilde{x})$ with runtime complexity $O(nq/t)$. The essential idea is to try every possible single symbol perturbation $\tilde{p}$ on the received string. Each perturbed string $\tilde{y} = \tilde{x} + \tilde{p}$ is run through a simple software implementation of the ECC decoder, which only requires knowledge of the parity-check matrix $H$ ($O(rn\log q)$ bits of storage). Any $\tilde{y}$ characterized as a CE produces a candidate codeword from the decoder output.

### 3.4 Pruning Candidates using a Lightweight Hash

In systems that require high reliability and availability, we propose to optionally prune the list of candidate codewords using a lightweight second-tier hash of several codewords grouped together in a cacheline. This would increase the success rate of SDECC while dramatically reducing the risk of MCEs. Several previous works [23, 25, 26, 65] have also proposed the use of RAID-like multi-tier codes, but using traditional checksums instead than hashes.

We observe that second-tier hashes can also be used to prune a list of candidate codewords for a DUE. For instance, we can compute a $h$-bit original hash of the $1inesz \times b$ total message

```plaintext
Algorithm 1 Compute list of candidate codewords $\Psi(\tilde{x})$ for a $(t + 1)$-symbol DUE $\tilde{x}$ in a $(t)SC(t + 1)SD$ code with parameters $[n,k,d_{min}]_q$. For error vectors, subscripts indicate the symbol positions of errors, but not their $q$-ary values. For example, $\tilde{e}_3$ corresponds to [00100...0].

for $i = 1 : n$ do
  for $j = 1 : q - 1$ do
    $\tilde{p} \leftarrow j + \tilde{e}_i$ //symbol in $p$ gets $q$-ary value $j$, all others 0)
    $\tilde{y} \leftarrow \tilde{x} + \tilde{p}$
    if Decoder$(\tilde{y})$ not DUE then
      $\tilde{c} \leftarrow$ Decoder$(\tilde{y})$ //Compute candidate codeword
    end if
    if $\tilde{c} \notin \Psi(\tilde{x})$ then //If candidate not already in list
      $\Psi(\tilde{x}) \leftarrow \Psi(\tilde{x}) \cup \tilde{c}$ //Add candidate to list
    end if
  end for
end if
end for
```

We divide by $(q - 1)^{(t+1)}$ because each non-zero element of the error vector $\tilde{e}_E$ can take values from 1 to $q - 1$. Finally, we add 1 to the expression since the original codeword $\tilde{c}$ is a candidate codeword for every possible error-vector, and was not already counted in $W_q(d_{min})$. \(\square\)
bits of a cacheline when it is written to memory. Then when a DUE occurs, the candidate messages are found using Alg. 1, we can compare in software the candidate hashes for each candidate cacheline and compare them with the original that is read from memory. On average for a universal hash function, the number of incorrect candidates \( |\Psi(\vec{x})| - 1 \) will be reduced by a factor of \( 2^h \). In most cases, only one candidate will match the original hash and we can fully correct the DUE; there is a chance of hash collision, in which case the number of candidates is still reduced but not down to one.

Errors in the original hash can cause candidate pruning to fail. However, this is a concern only when there is simultaneously both a \((t+1)\)-symbol DUE \( \Psi(\vec{x}) \) in one of the cacheline codewords and an error in the hash. Although we consider this situation to be very unlikely, there are two possible outcomes for a universal hash.

- **Outcome 1.** The hash cannot prune the list of candidates because no candidates’ computed hashes match. This case is fairly benign: SDECC just falls back to the full list of candidates. The probability of this lower bounded by
  \[ \geq \frac{(2^h - |\Psi(\vec{x})|)}{(2^h - 1)}. \quad (5) \]

- **Outcome 2.** The corrupted hash collides with the computed hash of an incorrect candidate. Unfortunately, this case is not benign: it causes an MCE because the original message is mistakenly pruned along with other incorrect candidates. However, for all but the smallest hashes, the probability is much less than Outcome 1 and is upper bounded by
  \[ \leq \frac{(|\Psi(\vec{x})| - 1)}{(2^h - 1)}. \quad (6) \]

We assume there is no more than one DUE per cacheline. Accordingly, we also assume the hash is not corrupted in order to maintain a consistent fault model. Our future work will explore SDECC in the context of detailed fault models where these assumptions can be revisited.

4. SDECC ANALYSIS OF EXISTING ECCS

Code constructions exhibit structural properties that affect the number of candidate codewords \( |\Psi(\vec{e})| \). Certain combinations of error positions produce fewer candidate codewords than others. This favors recovery of certain errors even if one simply guesses from the corresponding list of candidate codewords. In fact, distinct code constructions with the same \([n, k, d_{\text{min}}]_q\) parameters can have different values of \( \mu \) and distributions of \( |\Psi(\vec{e})| \).

We apply the SDECC theory to seven code constructions of interest in this paper: SECDED, DECTED, and SSCSDSD (ChipKill-Correct) constructions with typical message lengths of 32, 64, and 128 bits. Table 3 lists properties that we have derived for each of them. Most importantly, the final column lists \( P_c \) — the random baseline probability of successful recovery without SI.

These probabilities are far higher than the naive approaches of guessing randomly from \( q^t \) possible messages or from the \( N \) possible ways to have a DUE. Thus, our approach can handle DUEs in a more optimistic way than conventional ECC approaches.

4.1 SECDED and DECTED

The class of SECDED codes \((t = 1, q = 2, d_{\text{min}} = 4)\) is simple and effective against random radiation-induced soft bit flips in memory. Hsiao’s \([39, 32, 4]_2\) and \([72, 64, 4]_2\) constructions are the most common implementations of SECDED because they minimize the number of decoder logic gates [21]. Davydov proposed alternative and more structured SECDED codes that instead minimize the probability of an MCE when there is a triple-bit error \( (wt_3(\vec{e}) = 3) \) by minimizing \( W_3(4) \) [10].

We find that Davydov codes have an additional advantage in the context of SDECC: Lemma 2 tells us that these Davydov SECDED constructions also minimize the average number of candidate codewords \( \mu \). This can lend them an advantage for heuristic recovery. Fig. 2 depicts how the structure of the \([39, 32, 4]_2\) Davydov construction determines the number of candidate codewords for all \( N \) possible DUE patterns. For the SECDED codes in this paper, the average number of candidate codewords \( \mu \) ranges from 9.67 to 20.73, as shown in Table 3.

DECTED codes \((t = 2, q = 2, d_{\text{min}} = 6)\) can correct random 2-bit errors and detect 3-bit errors. While they are not typically used in commodity memory systems due to high overheads, they attract continued interest by industry and researchers. For this work, we simply add one extra parity bit to the \([127, 113, 5]_2\) and \([63, 51, 5]_2\) BCH codes [9] and then truncate them to obtain our own \([45, 32, 6]_2\) and \([79, 64, 6]_2\) DECTED constructions, respectively. For the DECTED codes in this paper, a baseline random-candidate recovery policy has around a 20-30% chance of success.

4.2 SSCSDSD (ChipKill-Correct)

SSCSDSD codes with 4-bit symbols \((t = 1, q = 16, d_{\text{min}} = 4)\) are a non-binary equivalent of SECDED codes. We use Kaneda’s Reed-Solomon-based \([36, 32, 4]_{16}\) construction [27]. Messages are 128 bits long and codewords are 144 bits long, so they are convenient to deploy in industry-standard DDRx-based DRAM systems that are 72 bits wide. When two DRAM channels are run in lockstep with x4 DRAM chips, [36, 32, 4]_{16} SSCSDSD codes have the ChipKill-Correct property [12]. This is because they can completely correct any errors resulting from a single-chip failure, and detect any errors caused by a double-chip failure. We find that despite there being 141750 possible ways to have a double-chip DUE, on average, there are just 3.38 candidate codewords per DUE, with the random-candidate chance of success being 39.88%. Thus, we expect...
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5.1 Penalty Box Hardware

The key addition to hardware is the Penalty Box: a small buffer in the memory controller that can store each codeword from a cacheline (shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 3). When a DUE occurs on a demand read (prefetch DUEs should have the request dropped), the ECC decoder writes the raw contents of the afflicted cacheline to the Penalty Box as-is (including the parity bits). It also asserts a new SERVICE_REQ bit in the

error status register. The memory controller also blocks the for-

warding of the afflicted cacheline to the requesting hardware resource. To avoid deadlock and performance degradation of the system, the controller still allows other memory requests to complete as usual in an out-of-order fashion. After the Penalty Box and SERVICE_REQ bit are set, the memory controller raises an asynchronous non-maskable-interrupt (NMI) to the OS to report the error. Similar registers and interrupts are supported in existing systems, e.g., Intel’s Machine-Check Architecture [1].

Overheads. The area and power overhead of the essential SDECC hardware support is negligible. For example, with a typical [72,64,4]2 SECDED or [36,32,4]16 SSDSD ChipKill-Correct ECC used in DRAM with 64-byte cache lines and a DDRx burst length of eight, the Penalty Box requires just 576 flip-flops arranged in a 72-wide and eight-deep shift register. The area required per Penalty Box is approximately 736\(\mu\)m\(^2\) when synthesized with 15nm Nangate technology — this is approximately one millionth of the total die area for a 14nm Intel Broadwell-EP server processor [18]. This shift register would add a negligible amount of leakage power. Our SDECC design incurs no latency or bandwidth overheads for the vast majority of memory accesses where no DUEs occur. This is because the Penalty Box and error-reporting interrupt are not on the critical path of memory accesses.

5.2 Software Stack

The OS responds to the interrupt (right-hand side of Fig. 3) and reads the Penalty Box and the Error Status Register through a device configuration interface (e.g., PCI). Software then reverse-walks the page tables to determine which process(es)

own the physical page containing the DUE-afflicted cacheline. It also checks the status and permissions of the mapped virtual pages. If the page is backed on disk (clean), then a viable recovery solution is to unmap the DUE-afflicted physical page and re-allocate a new one filled with clean data from disk. If not, then we rely on a SDECC recovery policy. In this paper, we assume that DUE-afflicted pages are dirty.

The first task of the recovery policy is to compute the list of candidate codewords for the DUE. If a hash is available, it is used to prune the list of candidates. A heuristic recovery policy (presented in Sec. 6) scores each remaining candidate message using available SI. Successful recovery via choosing the best candidate message is probabilistic. Using appropriate statistical metrics, if the best-scoring candidate message is not sufficiently likely to be correct, then the policy forces the machine to panic or roll-back to a checkpoint. Recovery is abandoned whenever there are multiple DUEs per cacheline or if a second DUE arrives while the first is being handled; we do not consider these scenarios explicitly.

Overheads. When a DUE occurs, the latency of the handler and recovery policy is negligible compared to the expected mean time between DUEs or typical checkpoint interval of several hours. For instance, the total execution time of DUE recovery in our un-optimized offline MATLAB implementation is 9.6 ms (using a human-friendly string-based software ECC decoder for Alg. 1). A reasonable objective for an optimized implementation in C is \(< 1\text{ ms}\). This would fall within the measured range of 750 \(\mu\)s to 130 ms per error-reporting interrupt as reported by others [19].

5.3 Lightweight Hash Implementation

We compute a small universal hash in two steps that is easy to implement in hardware. First, we take the vertical parity of the cacheline to generate a \(kb\)-bit intermediary value. We then compact it to an \(h\)-bit hash using \(h\) randomly-generated balanced parity trees where each with \(kb/2\) inputs. Experimentally, we find random inputs to distribute nearly uniformly across \(2^h\) possible hash buckets (the ideal limit).

Our hash could be computed in one clock cycle and is only on the critical path for memory writes; the single-cycle latency can be hidden by pipelining. The critical path is three 2-input XOR levels for vertical parity (up to 448 gates total) and up to six logic levels for the random trees (up to 1008 gates total). For 15nm Nangate, the total required XOR gate area is up to 644 \(\mu\)m\(^2\). Our approach resembles the X-Compact tree from VLSI test compaction [42] and micro-architectural.
finger-printing for processor error detection [59]. Commonly-used CRCs with the same number of check bits are a poor substitute for our hash function: they usually do not approach the universal hashing limit and are also infeasible to compute in a single clock cycle.

The second-tier hash could be accommodated in current DDRx memory systems with minor modifications. The hash is written to memory alongside the cacheline; during reads, if a DUE occurs, the original hash is stored in one additional h-bit register in the Penalty Box. Fig. 4 depicts two possible configurations for storing and accessing hash bits for [72,64,4] SECDED and [36,32,4]16 SSCDS (ChipKill-correct) memory organizations.

For SECDED (Fig. 4(a)), we propose that the standard 72-bit DRAM channel be widened by one bit to accommodate transfer of the hash bits in parallel with cacheline data as it is written. This would require an extra pin per memory module. Up to eight hash bits can be supported per cacheline; they would be stored using either an extra 1-bit-wide low-capacity DRAM device per rank, or by converting a single x4 DRAM per rank to a x5 DRAM. This design would have no impact on memory performance and a negligible impact on energy, but requires non-standard DRAM parts. For an h = 8-bit hash per cacheline, 1.56% additional storage is needed (128 MB per 16 GB rank).

For our ChipKill arrangement (Fig. 4(b)), we propose to transfer the hash during DDRx beats that would otherwise be wasted bandwidth (because the transfer size is larger than a cacheline). The hash bits could be stored using a few spare columns in each parity chip; up to 16 hash bits per cacheline could be supported for ChipKill with no externally-visible storage, performance, or energy overhead. If some spare columns contain local hard or soft faults, they are unlikely to have a system-level reliability impact because they are only used if there is a DUE on that particular cacheline. Corrupted hashes are not a major concern: on average, for the [36,32,4]16 SSCDS ChipKill-Correct code with an h = 16-bit hash, the probability of MCE caused by a corrupted hash (Eqn. 6) is
Observation 1. There are only a few primitive data types supported by hardware (e.g., integers, floating-point, and addresses), which typically come in multiple widths (e.g., byte, halfword, word, or quadword) and are often laid out in regular fashion (e.g., arrays and structs).

Observation 2. In addition to spatial and temporal locality in their memory access patterns, applications have inherent value locality in their data, regardless of their hardware representation. For example, an image-processing program is likely to work on regions of pixels that exhibit similar color and brightness, while a natural language processing application will see certain characters and words more often than others. Similar observations have been made to compress memory [2, 30, 44, 50, 51, 73] and to predict [37] or approximate processor data recovery policy.

6. DATA RECOVERY POLICY
In this work, we focus on recovery of DUEs in data (i.e., memory reads due to processor loads) because they are more vulnerable than DUEs in instructions (i.e., memory reads due to instruction fetches) as explained earlier.

There are potentially many sources of SI for recovering DUEs. Based on the notion of data similarity, we propose a simple but effective data recovery policy called Entropy-Z that chooses the candidate that minimizes overall cacheline Shannon entropy.

6.1 Observations on Data Similarity
Entropy is one of the most powerful metrics to measure data similarity. We make two general observations about the prevalence of low data entropy in memory.

- Observation 1. There are only a few primitive data types supported by hardware (e.g., integers, floating-point, and addresses), which typically come in multiple widths (e.g., byte, halfword, word, or quadword) and are often laid out in regular fashion (e.g., arrays and structs).

- Observation 2. In addition to spatial and temporal locality in their memory access patterns, applications have inherent value locality in their data, regardless of their hardware representation. For example, an image-processing program is likely to work on regions of pixels that exhibit similar color and brightness, while a natural language processing application will see certain characters and words more often than others. Similar observations have been made to compress memory [2, 30, 44, 50, 51, 73] and to predict [37] or approximate processor load values [40, 41, 75].

We observe low byte-granularity intra-cacheline entropy throughout the integer and floating-point benchmarks in the SPEC CPU2006 suite. Let \( P(X) \) be the normalized relative frequency distribution of a linesz \( \times b \)-bit cacheline that has been carved into equal-sized Z-bit symbols, where each symbol \( \chi_i \) can take \( 2^Z \) possible values. Then we compute the Z-bit-granularity entropy as follows:

\[
entropy = - \sum_{i=1}^{linesz \times b / Z} P(\chi_i) \log_2 P(\chi_i). \tag{7}
\]

Consider two representative examples for \( Z = 8 \) and \( linesz \times b = 512 \) bits in Fig. 5. The maximum possible intra-cacheline entropy here is six bits/byte because there can be only \( 2^6 = 64 \) distinct byte values in a cacheline; anything less can be exploited as SI by SDECC recovery. We find that although floating-point values tend to have higher entropy within a word compared to integer values, entropy between neighboring words is often comparable. The average intra-cacheline byte-level entropy of the SPEC CPU2006 suite to be 2.98 bits/byte (roughly half of maximum).

6.2 Entropy-Z Policy
We leverage these observations using our proposed data recovery policy, described in Alg. 2. Essentially, with this policy, SDECC chooses the candidate message that minimizes overall cacheline entropy. We mitigate the chance that our policy chooses the wrong candidate message by deliberately forcing a panic whenever there is a tie for minimum entropy or if the mean cacheline entropy is above a specified threshold \( \text{PanicThreshold} \). The downside to this approach is that some forced panics will be false positives, i.e., they would have otherwise recovered correctly.

In the rest of the paper, unless otherwise specified, we use \( Z = 8 \) bits, \( linesz \times b = 512 \) bits and \( \text{PanicThreshold} = 4.5 \) bits (75% of maximum entropy), which we determine to work well across a range of applications. Additionally, as we show later, the Entropy-8 policy performs very well compared to several alternatives.

7. RELIABILITY EVALUATION
We evaluate the impact of SDECC on system-level reliability through a comprehensive error injection study on memory access traces. Our objective is to estimate the fraction of DUEs in memory that can be recovered correctly using the SDECC architecture and policies while ensuring a minimal risk of MCEs.

7.1 Methodology
The SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks are compiled against GNU/Linux for the open-source 64-bit RISC-V (RV64G) instruction set v2.0 [69] using the official tools [48]. Each benchmark is executed on top of the RISC-V proxy kernel [67] using the Spike simulator [68] that we modified to produce representative memory access traces. We only include the 20 benchmarks which successfully ran to completion. Each trace consists of randomly-sampled 64-byte demand read cache-
lines, with an average interval between samples of one million accesses.

Each trace is analyzed offline using a MATLAB model of SDECC. For each benchmark and ECC code, we randomly choose 1000 q-ary messages from the trace, encode them, and inject \( \min(1000, N) \) randomly-sampled \((t+1)\)-symbol DUEs. For each codeword/error pattern combination, we compute the list of candidate codewords using Alg. 1 and apply the data recovery policy using Alg. 2. A successful recovery occurs when the policy selects a candidate message that matches the original; otherwise, we either cause a forced panic or recovery fails by accidentally inducing an MCE. Variability in the reported results is negligible over many millions of individual experiments.

Note that the absolute error magnitudes for DUEs and SDECC’s impact on overall reliability should not be compared directly between codes with distinct \([n, k, d_{\text{min}}]_q\) (e.g., a double-bit error for SECDED is very different from a double-chip DUE for ChipKill). Rather, we are concerned with the relative fraction of DUEs that can be saved using SDECC for a given ECC code. For evaluations that include secondary-tier hashes we assume there is no error in the hash itself, as explained earlier.

7.2 Comparison of Data Recovery Policies

We first compare the raw successful recovery rates of six different policies for three ECCs without including any forced panics or any second-tier hash. Thus any un-successful recovery here is an MCE. The raw success rate averaged over the SPEC CPU2006 suite for each policy is shown for three ECC constructions in Fig. 6. The depicted baseline represents the average probability \( P_c \) that we randomly select the original codeword out of a list of candidates for all possible DUEs.

The alternative policies under consideration are the following. Hamming chooses the candidate that minimizes the average binary Hamming distance to the neighboring words in the cacheline. DBX chooses the candidate that maximizes \(0/1\)-run lengths in the output of the DBX transform [30] of the cacheline. Longest-Run, is inspired by frequent pattern compression (FPC) [2] and chooses the candidate message with the longest run of 0/1 in the cacheline. Delta is inspired by frequent value compression (FVC) [73] and chooses the candidate message that minimizes the sum of squared integer deltas to the other words in the cacheline.

Our Entropy-Z policy variants recovered the most DUEs overall. Of these three, Entropy-8 \((Z=8)\) performed better than \(Z=4\) and \(Z=16\). The 8-bit entropy symbol size performs best because its alphabet size \((2^8 = 256\) values\) matches well with the number of entropy symbols per cacheline \((64)\) and with the byte-addressable memory organization. For instance, both Entropy-4 and Entropy-16 do worse than Entropy-8 because the entropy symbol size results in too many aliases at the cacheline level and because the larger symbol size is less efficient, respectively.

The other four policies all significantly under-performed our Entropy-Z variants, with the exception of Hamming. It performs nearly as well as the Entropy-4 policy for integer workloads but fails on many low-entropy cases that have low Hamming distances.

Because Entropy-8 performed the best for all benchmarks and for all ECC constructions, we exclusively use it in all remaining evaluations.

7.3 Recovery Breakdown Without Hashes

Having established Entropy-8 as the best recovery policy, we now consider the impact of its forced panics on the success rate and the MCE rate. Again, we evaluate SDECC for each ECC using its conventional form, without any second-tier hashes to help prune the lists of candidates.

The overall results with forced panics taken \((\text{main results, gray cell shading})\) and not taken \((\text{not taken})\) are shown in Table 4. The results for Entropy-8 on three codes shown earlier in Fig. 6 are repeated in this table for comparison \((\text{i.e., the corresponding success rates when panics are not taken})\). There are two baseline DUE recovery policies: conventional \((\text{always panic for every DUE})\) and random \((\text{choose a candidate randomly, i.e.,} P_C)\).

We observe that when panics are taken the MCE rate drops significantly by a factor of up to 7.3 \(x\) without significantly reducing the success rate. This indicates that our PanicThreshold mechanism appropriately judges when we are unlikely to correctly recover the original information.

These results also show the impact of code construction on successes, panics, and MCEs. When there are fewer average candidates \(\mu\) then we succeed more often and induce MCEs less often. The \([72, 64, 4]\) SECDED constructions perform similarly to their \([39, 32, 4]\) variants even though the former have lower baseline \(P_C\). This is a consequence of our Entropy-8 policy: larger \(n\) combined with lower \(\mu\) provides the greatest opportunity to differentiate candidates with respect to overall intra-cacheline entropy. For the same \(n\), however, the effect of SECDED construction is more apparent. The Davydov codes recover about 3-4% more frequently than their Hsiao counterparts when panics are not taken \((\text{similar to the baseline improvement in} P_C)\). When panics are taken, however, the differences in construction are less apparent because the policy PanicThreshold does not take into account Davydov’s typically lower number of candidates.
We examine the breakdown between successes, panics, and MCEs in more detail. Fig. 7 depicts the DUE recovery break- downs for each ECC construction and SPEC CPU2006 benchmark when forced panics are taken. Fig. 7(a) shows the fraction of DUEs that result in success (black), panics (gray), and MCEs (white). For clarity, the two baselines from Table 4 are repeated on the left and the same panic taken results from the table are repeated on the right (SDECC Overall). Fig. 7(b) fur- ther breaks down the forced panics (gray from Fig. 7(a)) into a fraction that are false positive (light purple, and would have otherwise been correct) and others that are true positive (dark blue, and managed to avoid an MCE). Each cluster of seven stacked bars corresponds to the seven ECC constructions.

We achieve much lower MCE rates than the random baseline yet also panic much less often than the conventional baseline for all benchmarks, as shown by Fig. 7(a). Our policy per- forms best on integer benchmarks due to their lower average intra-cacheline entropy. For certain floating-point benchmarks, however, there are many forced panics because they frequently have high data entropy above PanicThreshold (e.g., as seen earlier with 444.namd in Fig. 5b). A PanicThreshold of 4.5 bits for these cases errs on the side of caution as indicated by the false positive panic rate, which can be up to 50%. With- out more side information, for high-entropy benchmarks, we believe it would be difficult for any alternative policy to fre- quently recover the original information with a low MCE rate and few false positive panics.

With almost no hardware overheads, SDECC used with SSCDSD ChipKill can recover correctly from up to 85.7% of double-chip DUEs while eliminating 87.2% of would-be panics; this could improve system availability considerably. However, SDECC with ChipKill introduces a 1% risk of con- verting a DUE to an MCE. Without further action taken to mitigate MCEs, this small risk may be unacceptable when application correctness is of paramount importance.

7.4 Recovery with Hashes

The second-tier hash can dramatically reduce the SDECC panic and MCE rates by pruning the list of candidate messages before applying the recovery policy.

The recovery breakdowns for second-tier hashes per cacheline on overall MCE rates using [72, 64, 4] Hsiao SECDED and [36, 32, 4]16 SSCDSD ChipKill-Correct ECCs are shown in Table 5. The results for the non-hash cases are repeated from Table 4 for comparison. We do not include 16-bit hashes for the SECDED code because they are unsupported in our architecture.

The results show that even a small 4-bit hash added to every cacheline can reduce the induced MCE rate by up to substantial 16.6×. When high reliability is required, we suggest to use SDECC with a hash of at least 8 bits. Using SDECC with ChipKill and an 8-bit hash, we successfully recovered from 99.940% of double-chip DUEs; with a 16-bit hash, no MCE occurred at all in 20 million trials.

SDECC with hashes can recover from nearly 100% of double-chip DUEs with 4× lower storage overhead than a pure DSC ECC solution and with no common-case performance or notable energy overheads.

8. Approximation Evaluation

We have found that SDECC without second-tier hashes can still recover a large fractions of DUEs and requires almost no
hardware changes. There are many approximate computing applications where some degree of output error is tolerable, but errors should be controlled as much as possible without adding too much overhead. We briefly study the effect of SDECC on application output quality using SECDED (without hash) due to its low latency, area, performance, and energy overheads which are well suited for approximate applications and cost-sensitive systems.

8.1 Methodology

We built AxBench [74] for RV64G in a similar fashion to Sec. 7.1 although we could not run kmeans with the proxy kernel successfully. We use our modified version of Spike to run each benchmark to completion 1000 times. For each run, using the [72,64,4]_2 Hsiao SECDED code, we inject one DUE on a random demand read, emulate the candidate message computation and Entropy-8 recovery policy, and observe the effects on program behavior. No hashes are used.

8.2 Impact on Output Quality

The percent breakdown of attempted DUE recoveries (success, forced panic, or total MCEs) for each benchmark is shown in the top part of Table 6. The bottom part of the table breaks down the MCE total further with respect to all DUEs injected. For normal program termination, output quality is judged using application-specific metrics defined by AxBench. Consistent with AxBench, we define a tolerable output to be within 10% of the “golden” result [74]. Successes and benign MCEs both cause 0% output error, while tolerable NSDCs are MCEs that result in 0% < output error < 10%. Intolerable NSDCs result in output error ≥ 10%. For abnormal program terminations, we characterize the cause: intentional forced panic caused by our policy, or unintentional crashes and hangs caused by induced MCEs.

For most AxBench benchmarks, our Entropy-8 recovery policy results in similar success, forced panic, and total MCE rates to our findings with the traces from the SPEC CPU2006 suite. The most challenging case here is fft, which has roughly 2 × the MCE rate and 3 × to 4 × the forced panic rate of the other five benchmarks; this is because the program’s inputs and computations tend to produce high-entropy data.

The MCE breakdown demonstrates that intolerable NSDCs induced by SDECC are uncommon. Most induced MCEs are actually benign; this agrees with prior work on SDCs [17,33,55]. We find that a significant fraction of MCEs cause unintended crashes where the final outcome is no worse than the conventional baseline that always panics for every DUE. A small fraction of the MCEs result in measurable output error, but in the majority of cases, even these produce tolerable NSDCs within our 10% output quality window. In the worst case, 1.0% of attempted DUE recoveries result in intolerable NSDCs, while in the best case, it is just 0.1%. Thus, SDECC can be a useful low-cost aid to improve availability and reliability of approximate computing systems with minimal overheads.

9. DISCUSSION

We briefly estimate the system-level availability benefits of SDECC and discuss the alternative use of stronger codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Prct. Breakdown of Output Quality using Entropy-8 Policy and Hsiao [72,64,4]_2 SECDED Code without Hash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blackholes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced Panic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCE Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.1 System-Level Benefits

We project the impact of SDECC on a typical supercomputer workload. Consider a hypothetical warehouse-scale computer that is similar to Blue Waters with 22640 compute nodes, where each has 64 GB of DRAM protected using the [36,32,4]_16 SSCSDS ChipKill-Correct code, and the memory double-chip DUE rate is 15.98 FIT/GB [38]. We use Tiwari’s checkpoint model [64]. Suppose an application nominally runs for 500 hours on the system, and that checkpoints take 30 minutes to save or restore and are taken according to the estimated optimal checkpoint interval. We assume that panics caused by memory DUEs are the only cause of failure that warrants checkpointing, and again that hashes in error.

The projected results for the baseline system and SDECC both with and without hashes is shown in Table 7. We find that SDECC alone can deliver a substantial 12% speedup of the application even if no hashes are used. However, an induced MCE is expected to occur once every 2900 hours, or around once in every 5.5 runs of the application. If we use an 8-bit hash can obviate the need to checkpoint the application entirely (the expected SDECC forced panic rate is just 0.9 ppm). Thus, we believe our approach could substantially improve the reliability and availability of a supercomputer when memory errors are a significant source of failures.

9.2 SDECC vs. Stronger Codes

One cannot achieve 100% DUE recovery rates without using considerably stronger ECCs or larger second-tier hashes, both of which are impractical. For instance, a SECDED code could be either be upgraded to a DEC code (estimated 2 × parity storage, 2 × latency, and 14 × area overhead vs. SECDED [47]). Alternatively, a [77,64,5]_16 4-error-detect checksum construction could be used, but it is not supported by our architecture because it needs 13 second-tier checksum bits per cacheline (only 8 checksum/hash bits can be supported). For ChipKill, we would need either a Double ChipKill-Correct construction (estimated 2 × parity storage, 2 × bandwidth overheads vs. SSCSDS [34,77]) or a significantly more complex [38,32,5]_16 4-symbol-detect checksum construction, which needs 24 extra checksum bits per cacheline (1.5 × to 3 × more than proposed for our hashes).

10. RELATED WORK

Resilient memory architecture. Recently, the community has become concerned about worsening memory reliability, which can have profound implications for large-scale systems [5,11,
19, 22, 35, 39, 49, 56, 58, 60, 61, 62, 66]. Problems with memory resiliency can largely be attributed to manufacturing process variations [6, 8, 13]. Accordingly, researchers have generally focused on lowering the overhead of strong ECC implementations [3, 4, 14, 23, 24, 28, 29, 31, 32, 34, 46, 53, 65, 70, 71, 76, 77] and dealing with hard faults [3, 4, 15, 45, 46, 52, 57, 70, 71, 76, 77]. Three state-of-the-art works relate closely to our contributions. Bamboo ECC [31], Error Pattern Transformation [15], and XED [46] each propose ways to reduce the occurrence of DUEs without necessarily increasing code strength, but unlike this work, they do not consider how to handle DUEs when they do occur.

List decoding. SDECC is related to the theory of list decoding [16, 20, 63, 72]. Unfortunately, the list decoding theory has not produced a low-cost and computationally-efficient decoder suitable for use with memory. The distinction of our approach is that it retains all the advantages of conventional ECCs yet it can also produce a list of candidate codewords whenever a DUE occurs. We also describe a novel methodology to choose the best candidate codeword given SI about memory contents.

11. CONCLUSION
SDECC is a new approach to improve the resiliency of systems by recovering from a large fraction of memory DUEs. SDECC is based on the fundamental observation that when a DUE occurs, there are a small number of candidate codewords that can be computed, wherein one is practically guaranteed to be correct. Policies that leverage SI about memory contents can be used to recover successfully from many DUEs when they occur, while incurring negligible overheads in the common cases. Directions for future work include adaptive software and ECC support for memory fault models and development of software mechanisms that can eventually verify the correctness of SDECC recovery.
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